
When I Was A Kid … 

 

When I was a kid, I was fascinated by rocks. I liked their different shapes and patterns, and 

the way they didn’t do much more than sit in the soil or mud, twiddling their rock-thumbs and 

minding their own business. They seemed so calm and controlled. Most people, I thought, 

were nutso, but rocks were kind of cool. When I told my older brother that rocks were cool, 

he said, “Yeah, they’re stoners.” He thought that was very funny. I didn’t know what he was 

talking about. 

The gang was into talking about reincarnation in those days. Most kids wanted to be 

reincarnated as noble creatures, such as lions or eagles. John Bosworth said that he wanted to 

reincarnated as a hippopotamus so he could sit in the warm mud and get fat by eating small 

mammals. He was a bit weird, that John Bosworth. I think he became a teacher. 

Anyway, I wanted to be reincarnated as a rock. I thought it would be a lovely, quiet life. Very 

observational. 

One day I decided that I needed to find out more about rocks. Sure, I admired them from the 

outside but what was a rock really like? What about the inner life of a rock? Did rocks have 

feelings – I mean, how layered was the sedimentary? Did a pebble feel inferior to a boulder? 

Did gravel only ever hunt in packs? And did rocks fall in love? Was that possible … could 

igneous marry metamorphic? 

I went to the garage and ‘borrowed’ my father’s special rock-hammer, which was like a 

normal hammer except that it had a pointed end on top, a tiny sharp pyramid. Then I selected 

a rock – being clever with names, I called him/her Rocko – and took him/her out to the 

driveway. I was going to split Rocko with the hammer – stone-cold murder, I know, but all in 

the name of research – to find out what was inside. 

I don’t know what I expected. Blood and guts? An empty space? A community of mad elves? 

I had no idea. 

I raised the hammer high to make a HUGE impact on Rocko and split him/her down the 

middle when … 

Ow. Double ow. Ow-ow-ow with a bad word or two thrown in. 

The top end of the hammer, the pyramid, was pushed into the top of my head. Blood gushed, 

human blood, not the rock-stuff.  

I’d drawn my arms back so far, I’d bashed my own skull. 

I never did any more research on Rocko or any of his mega-trillion mates. Instead, I got a 

bandage, whimpered a bit and eventually did other things, like play football badly and chase 

after a girl called Angela who hated me. Eventually I developed a fascination for fonts and 

became a writer. These days, I can’t believe that I was so interested in something as dull as 

rocks. But that was way back, when I was a kid … 

 

 

 


